Abstract. This paper proposes disk failure prediction model using disk SMART technology for information systems, which is based on the actual data, threshold and attribute value of the SMART parameters to establish parameter reliability model, through theoretical discussion and practical test and analysis to choose the weight of important parameters, according to the parameter reliability model and the parameter weights to create disk reliability model. Final, disk reliability failure threshold is determined by the analysis the SMART parameter actual data and parameter weights case, combined with the disk reliability model and disk reliability failure threshold to classify the level of disk reliability. Experimental results show that this technology can satisfies the actual usage and achieves the prediction result.
Introduction
Though disk is a reliable data and information storage equipment in information systems, and its broken-down rate every year is merely 0.3%-3% [1] . Once it breaks down, catastrophes like data losses would probably happen whose cost has far surpassed the cost of replacing disk hardware. In order to improve the reliability of storage system, RAID technology emerges as the times require [2] . But the reconstruction method needs a longer time to recover data. When member disk number increases, disk array controller becomes the bottle neck; disk read-write speed can't reach the peak value, so data recovery time would further increase. Moreover there is probably a second disk failure, which will then surpass possibly tolerance ability of the RAID, and will thus cause the data loss [3] .
Consequently, this paper proposes disk failure prediction model using SMART technology. When systems run normally, it can monitor the running conditions including disk, array and computer-case. We first create parameter reliability model according to the actual data (AD), threshold (TH) and attribute value (AV) of disk SMART parameters, and analyze characteristics and significance of SMART parameters from different vendors, select the important parameters and determine the weight of important parameters. In terms of parameter reliability model and the weight of important parameters, the disk reliability model can be created; then the value of parameter reliability model and disk reliability model can be got. Finally, by analyzing the number of parameters whose DT has changed and the weight of parameters whose DT has changed, the disk reliability failure threshold can be confirmed, we compare the value of disk reliability model with disk reliability failure threshold, thereby the potential predictable disk failures can be predicted.
Disk failure prediction model
Parameter reliability model. This section defines SMART parameter Reliability Model as SRM. Therefore, the computational formula is
. The TH is designated by the disk manufacturers and calculated by specific formulas. If one AV is under corresponding threshold, it means the disk will become unreliable. The AV is the disk's default maximum normal (ICECEE 2015) value. The AD during the operation of the disk's every detection items. Many items are aggregate-value. To the formula of SRM, AV and TH values of any parameter does not change after the disk leaves factory, but AD has constantly been changing. Since AV and AD can be compared and analyzed with TH at the same time, therefore, the comparison between AD and TH is the numerator while the comparison between AV and TH is the denominator. Disk reliability model. The establishment of disk reliability model needs to choose SMART parameter that every manufacturer generally uses and possesses actual threshold as shown in Table 1 . Disk manufactures set threshold with actual data, making the actual data of the parameter could easily reach the threshold, indicating that these parameters possessing huge influence on the disk's reliability. Power Cycle Count (PCC) 100 20 BE Airflow Temperature (WDC) 100 45 Because of the different characteristics possessed of SMART parameters, analysis of the importance of parameters needs to be conducted so as to confirm the weight of these significant parameters. By the discussions of relevant researches and observations on the changing of AD in practical tests, we can be sure that RSC, SRC, RER, PCC and SER have a huge influence on disk reliability and we can compare actual data with threshold. We suppose that five important parameters respectively represent the abbreviations and their reliability value. According to the above SMART parameter weight analysis and test result analysis, we confirm that RSC weight is about 20%; SRC weight is about20%; RER weight is about40%; PCC weight is about10%; SER weight is about 10%. Therefore, the computational formula of Disk Reliability Model is
. These parameters weight determined by two factors: technical report [4, 5] and research paper [3, 6] analyze and discuss the importance of SMART parameters; the statistical results of the AD of disk SMART parameter have changed in the actual test. If technical report and research paper analyze and discuss the SMART parameter is very important, and the amplitude of variation of the AD is large, this SMART parameter has a relatively greater weight (for example RER). If technical report and research paper analyze and discuss the SMART parameter is not very important, and the amplitude of variation of the AD is relatively small, these SMART parameters have a relatively smaller weight (for example PCC and SER). And, if technical report and research paper analyze and discuss the SMART parameter is relatively important, and the amplitude of variation of the AD is relatively large, these SMART parameters have a relatively big weight (for example RSC and SRC).
Disk reliability failure threshold
The value's formula mode is defined as DRFT (Disk Reliability Failure Threshold). The confirmation of the DRFT value is determined by two elements:
(1) Among the five SMART parameters, which parameter's AD has changed As we known that changes of SMART parameter actual data indicates that the parameter has negative influence on the disk reliability. If several parameter actual data change at the same time, more active negative influence would be made on the disk reliability.
We count the changes of parameter actual data with the method in Table 2 mainly in consideration that during the early use of the disk, SMART parameter reliability is very high, so some slight changes would not cause changes on the disk reliability. When every parameter actual data is close to the threshold, the slight change of the value would cause the parametric reliability and disk reliability close to the DRFT. According to the two elements, we can come to disk reliability failure threshold. We take only one parameter changing situation as example to introduce the calculation of the DRFT. For example, only when RSC parameter actual data changes, the reliability of other SMART parameters are 100, while reliability of RSC decreases from 100 to 36 with actual data (Table 2 ). According to the formula of DRM, when RSC actual data decreases from 100 to 36, and other SMART parameter reliabilities are 100, the changing process of disk reliability is shown as RSC in Fig. 1 .
Evaluation methodology
SMART parameters tested are RSC, SRC, RER, PCC and SER. According to the formulas of SRM and DRM, we give the reliability results of the ten disks, the test results are listed in Table 3 .From the analysis in this thesis, situation in this chart belongs to the changing situations of RER and SER (changes of parameter PCC is only 1, it does not belong to parameters in changing). Therefore, we can confirm that the DRFT in this situation is 50. Combining disk reliability classification principles and the comparison between disk reliability model and disk reliability failure threshold, we can come to the following conclusion: the DRFT and 10% of its value (This percentage can be increased or decreased according to the situation) is 50+50*10%=55. If the scope of the disk reliability is 50-55, then the disk is judged as low reliable disk (disk 10); the DRFT plus its 30% , the warning threshold is 50+50*30%=65. If the scope of disk reliability is 55-65, then the disk is judged as medium reliable disk (disk 1 and 9); lastly, if the scope of disk reliability is 65-100, then the disk is judged as high reliable disk (disk 2 and 8). Because disk reliability failure threshold (50) implies that the disk reaches the state of data lost, if the DHD of one disk is 50, then this disk can be considered to be a failure disk, in this condition the data in this disk cannot be recovered by active data migration technology. So it should make system send early-warning message before the value of DHD get to but close to the DRFT, and using data migration technology to protect the data in the disk. The value which is close to the DRFT is calculated from the DRFT plus a percentage, the percentage in this paper is 10%, but this percentage can be increased or decreased according to the situation. If storage system requires a higher reliability, this percentage could be increased so that the disk DHD could reach the DRFT more easily, and the early-warning message can be sent more easily.
Summary
This paper proposes a new disk failure prediction model based on SMART technology. This model create parameter reliability model according to the actual data (AD), threshold (TH) and attribute value (AV), then in terms of parameter reliability model and the weight of important parameters, the disk reliability model can be created. According the realization of disk reliability failure threshold, we can judge whether disk is failure or not. The model can effectively predict system fault in advance. Numerical results using many disks show that disk failure prediction model can effectively improve information systems reliability.
